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PREFACE

q.

..,

The-Child Protective Service (CPS) unit, as part of the public social
service agency, is the key, agency in each coMmunity's child abuse and
neglect response system. It differs from other providers of human -

services in that it provides an "involuntary" social service.. It has
the legally mandated responsibility for ensuring that preventive,
investigative, an& treatment programs are responsive first to the

t
needs of abused and/or neglected third n and then to the needs of
their families. Supervisorsil in the CP unit.play a key.role in the.

effectiveness ofSe deliver!, of protective services.
'73 )

In large social service agencies., as in most other complex organiza-
' Lions; oche foie of line supervision is critical. It is the line
supervisor, after all; -who is closest to "the action" and who bears
the day-to-day respOnsibility for ensuring that the operational
objectives of the organization are achieved. The operational
objective of a social service agency is to provide high quality .

services to clients. Within this framework, the supervisor's first
concern is to provide quality "supervision.

There are certain basic functions that supervisors must perform in
any setting. All of the activities of"the CPS supervisor fallwithin
four general categories:' administration, teaching, monitoring, and-
-provision of support., .Because child protection is a specialized,
intensive, emotionally draining service, there are some special
needs that require-the CPS supervisor's attention. The CPS super.
visor must deal with such issues as authority, morale, and client
resistance. Supervisors in all settings are respqnsible for worker
growth and for dealing with problem-workers, but CPS supervisors
must also be fdmiliar with steps for preventing worker burnout.
Further, the controversial context within which child protective
services are often provided adds to the supervisor's responsibilities.

This manual has been developed by the Nationill Center on Child Abuse
and Neglect'to provide CPS supervisors with a conceptual framework =
fOr practice and to offer specific practice-oriented advice on hbw
to carry out supervisory functions effectively. This manual focuses
on bUilding a foundation for effective service delivery, on the role
of supervision-in a CPS unit, on skills and 'techniques for super=
vispg CPS workers, and on information and skills needed to cope
with special staff needs in a CPS enyironment.

-

I



4

DEI,ELOPMENT OF A FOUNDATION FOR
EFFECTIVE 'SERVICE DELIVERY.'

The CPS .supervisort must first build a fouhdation within the con-
finesof the Social service. agency, from which child protective
services can be provided. This entails selecting qualified staff,
setting 'standards and guidelines, and developirig an organizational,
strpcture,within the unit which will maximize effective service,
delivery, It, is necessary for staff to receive an orientation to

, the agency procedures and specific training in-hild maltreatment-.
Once this.basellas been established the CPS supervisor can utilize
specific supervisory techniques and skills in order'td help,work-.

ers provide protective services.\

-STAFF SELECTION AND RECRU3TMENT

In social service agencies, most of the work of the organization is
done by means of staff-client interactions. Because this work is
not amenable to direct obseryation, one of the'central.fatures of
the Suipiervielr's role must be the recruitment and selection of qual-
ified staff. Agepcies may vary in their policies with respect to
staff recktment and selection, and often.the supervisor in a large
highly bureaucratized agency will no have exclusive or even primary
authority in this area; sometimes the superyisor will not have any,
authority for staff recuitment or selection.

/" Nevertheless, whoever hires _staff must he ,familiar with recognized
criteria for selecting qualified staff and must be able to elicit'
information from candidates that will provide a reasonable basis
for selection; The criteria used for selection should he ,more'
stringent than form* positio1 descriptions and agency minimum
standards regarding education and experience.

0

IlejolIowing is a 1W)of desirable ,characteristics for CPS workers:

A personal commitment to theeconcept and
process of Cn-intervention

iplf-zconfiders e and assertiveness'

Al "can-do" attitude coupled with per- ,.
,severance,rinitiative. and adaptability



t.

9

'Background in child welfare services

'.411 Skills in indiyidual, family and group
counseling

Knowledgeable in child development

'Flexibility in dealing with resistant clients

An ability to be empathetic, understanding
and objective

.

..41 An ability to See the family unit'as the
target client and to develop services ,

that support the goal of preserving the
integrity of-the family/

-0 An ability to work with professionals in
other diStiplines whilemaintaining per-
sonal professional\ identity

An abifirrto be an advocate for the client
by articulating the needs of the client to
other agencies and aAsisting the client
within the human service delivery network

Strong professional'ethics that respect
and,protect the rights of.clients.

\Under no conditions should personnel. within the_social service,
'agency be involuntarily transferred into CPS.

m

ORIENTATION

Once staff have been selectedo the supervisor must provide each
employee with appropriate orientation to the agency., to the unit,
to the particular position, and to community resources. An essen-
tial step in the orientation of new workers is the Provision of -

training specifiC to the problem of child maltreatment.
Q

Often, the supervisor will be; assisted by other sources,in orienting
the new worker to thp work environment, the particular position,
community. resources, and to specific information related to the pro-
blem of .child maltreatment. The other sources Which.may assist the
supervisor in this process are a training unit within the agency or
an agency manual of policies and procedures. The supep4gor, how-
ever, still must take primary responsibility for interpreting poli-
cies and procedures and helping the worker understand what are often

---general-agenCY-siandards._

2'



'Frequefitly,
.

new CPS workets donOt receive any orientation on the
dynamics -of abuse and neglect in families. Supervisors should take
advantage of any resources that -are available to 'remedy this pro-
blem; for example, local, statewide or regional conferences, work-
shops or seminars.' As an alternative,supervisors might,develop an
inservice.training program which woad include, relevant audio-
visual materials and preSentations by':- experienced CPS. workers and/

or knowledgeable-professionals in the community. In addition to
these resources, CPS supervisOrs'silould provide new workers with.
,reading.material applicable to the problem of child maltreatment.

iif41. IV? Pairing a new worker with an experienced one is also an effective
method of orientation. This allows the new CMworker to observe
some successful techniques for providing___ child protectize services.

-STANDARD SETTING

,A crucial steps in building a foundlkion,for effective service delivery
is the establishment of specific standards with,regard to the quantity
,cof work that CPS'workers are expected to perform and the quality of,
that:work. Supervisors must translate agencm)olicy and procedures
into operational guides to behaviorthat will-be consistent\with the
standarda but adapted to the'realities of the day-to-day provisigp
of services, often to too many-clients with too many problems.

e \
In iddressing;this task,.the sugervisois must assume a melting.role
between the agencyand_de individual wOrkerS As mediators;, super--
visori SometimeLeither *.realistic standards that recogniie the
Black of resourc*ut are- not consistent with agencystandards, or
set standards t comply with'agenerstandards,bnt'are impossible
goals for the worker.` One of the t,olesofthe supervisor, then, is
to define the standards for workers in such a way'that-ifie eipeet4-
'perfoimanceonsistent With the agenty's'otganizational goals
and-ideals without setting goals the workers cannot,realistically
accomPlish. .;

In o der tofulfill-this function.satisfactOrily,'thes4ervisor
tusi d6 several key:-things:

Establish Workload standards that are "reasonable
given the aVailable, resources (the Draft Federal
Standards forAild Abuse and'heglect,--Prevention
and-Treatment Program's and-PrOjects set guidelines

- for treatment staff caseloads that providerfbr-one
treatment worker to every 20 to 25 cases:Od one
supervisor,tO:every.S'treatment workeits

a
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Trovide,a"model of commitment to hard work and
excellence that workers can emulate

Establish organizational supports that aid
workers in carrying out their workloads
efficienttr4

'Recognize the xights of clientsto receive timely,
and'adequate services. - .

I

Standards, as they.relate io\the quality of 'Social sbrvites are
sometimes considered-to be. very individualistic. This is-be\cause
the services required by one client will differ markedly from those
required branother Thds, each client may require a differ-
ent response from the worker. While this is trueAo an.extent, it.
is important to understand the commonalities which identify high-

, quality services and to emphasize these through supervision. The
case-specific differenc ill be only ton clear.

High quality child prof ve s rvices are characterized by several.
elements:

A %

Immedidey of the response to incoming reports of
suspected,child maltreatment

Sc'

Recontacting the reporting source for further back-
gro ormation

A 4

Intensity o the contact between the client and the
worker.throughout the CPS process

ti

Treatment of client as an 'individual in accordance
with the values and ethics of the social ,work pro-,

4fession

Mutual agreement between worker and client on the
focus of jOint efforts and intended outcomes (Efforts
may be worker directed initially but should gradually
become client directed.)

Planned; time-limited activities by wor ker and client'

*
Actiivities carried out in a rational sequence whiCh
permits Clipnt.and worker to experience success and
build confidence in abilities.

Increased length Of time in treatment'

4



.Use of multidiscIplinary team reviews for
both assessment and treatment planning

K

'Use of outside consultation

Follow-up contacts after termination of
the-case .

iPaperwork keptaup to date,

"n"

Wis the responsibility of the supervisor. to see that workers under-
stand the operational conuences of these standards and follow them
in planning and delivering services to clieess. Unless this is done,
it'is unlikely that services will achieve their intended results.
-7*.s

A supervisor should aid child protective workers in;interpreting
agency standards and policies and ensuring that. workers perform in
a manner that conforms with those standards. It is true that certain
agency policies, procedures or standard practces.may seem to restrict
the function of the CPS worker.' When this oOtiri,:the supervisor must
either help workers to develop the means of abiding byte policy.or
procedure as specified or work- within the agency to obtain changes in
or exception's to the disputed policies, ,Circumstances wily determine
which alternative the- supervisor' Should choose.

One example of such a situation might be agency rules regarding hours
'to be worked. Restrittive hours may presentwa hardship to CPS work-
ers who must be on call 24 hours each day and who find it necessary
to make calls very late at night or early.in the morning. In such'an
instance, it would be advantageous fo'r the CPS supervisor to seek ways
of_monitOring the time the worker puts in so as to compensate the
worker for extra time. This is just one type of situation wherethe.
supervisor must act as mediator between the workpr and-the prescribed
structure.. In -this case, it-would be helpful if the agencylVere

flexible about child- protective Workers' schedules and about allow-
ing for compensatory time or payment for overtime.

*

It is often difficult for the.ftew supervisor; particularly if pro-
moted from within, to accept and enforce the requirements of the .

presciibed structure. These requirements usually include-reports,
forms, statistical sheets, and recording formats. Very often new
supervisors, in their lormerlife" as direct service workers, had
criticized thosvery things as an intrusion or burden. Nonetheless,
the administitative aspect's of supervision are part of the pdsition -

and-cannot be overlooked. '°

. .
. .

Supervisors should recognize the necessityof adMinist
.

tive account-_
ability and take ,steps to present these requirements a-positive

.

.manner. Further', su isors.are responsible for s eing that require
.

: .
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ments are' complied with, regardless of whether they agree with them.

However, it is also'the responsibility-of supervisors to initiate
change in pcilisy if that ip feasible'and ;desirable,

IfsupervisorS view this aspect ofthei75;le as a positive one,

-they will transmit the message that administrative.requirements are
necessary for case management and for smooth agency operations. In

this case, staff will be more accepting of.these requirements. This

is particulary true if the Methods developed to meet the requirements
=are generated by the staff themselves.

1

-

EStablishing Standards for CPS Intervention.

Definitions of Child abdtse an neglect-seem to many to be both too

broad and too,narrow. It is difficult 'to draft legislation which .

is specific enough to prevent improper application and yet broad
- enough. to coversituations'of harm to a child necessitating CPS

intervention.
.

As a result, there are man3i,different approaches to defining "child
Abuse" and'"child neglect. ", one approach is found in the Model Child

Protective-Services Act

(a), "Child",means a person under the age of 18.

(b) An "abused RI' neglected ceild" seans-a child whose
physical or-mental hearth or welfare is harmed or
threated with harm by the acts or oftissions of .the
*child's.parentior other person responsible for the
-child's welfare.

(c) "Harm" to a child's health of' welfare an occur when
the parent or other person responsIblefor the child's
welfare:

it=

(4.)- Inflicts, or Allows to be inflicted, upon
the child, physical or mental injury,-.1n-,4,

chiding injuries sustained as a result of
excessive:corperal punishment; or

0

(ii).Commits, or allows to be committed, against
the child, h sexual offense, as defined by
state. law; or

6



(iii) Fails' to supply.the chilg4ith ad'quate
fOod; clothing,-Shelter,'educati n (as
defined or, health care',

-though financially:abIe.to do so or -'
offered findncial or other reasonable
means to do 'so;,for the purposes of

this .Act,,"adeqbate health care!' includes
anriedical or 'nonmedical health care '

permitted or authorized understate law;"
or f -

a

(iv) Abandons the child,' as defined by state
law; or.

-
(v) Fails to provide the child with adequate>,

....Care,..superVision,'or,guardianship by
,splEific acts or omissions of a similarly
serious natures requiring the intervention
of the child protective service or a -court.

(d) "Threatened harm" means a substantial risk of harm.

(e) "A person responsible for -a thild's welfare" includes
the child's parent; guardian; foster parent'; an employee
of apublic or private residential home, institution or
agency; or other person responsible for the child's
welfare. -

.

(E). :"Physical injury"-means death, disfigurement, or the
any bodily organ.-

(g) 1.14ental-ii,dury" means an injury to the intellectual or
or psychologital capacity of 'a thild as evidenced by an
observable and substantial impairment in the child's
ability' function within'ta. normal range of performance
and behavior;.,With due reg,ard to the child's culture.

a

Kam;

."1,0

-Despite the various definitions available to the Ch workeik pro-
blems arisewhe*it becomes necessary to decide exactly wheie-(on
h child care corttinuha extending from very good child care to extreme
Cases of child abuse and neglect) adequate child, rearing stops and
phild abuse or 'neglect begins This lack..-of a clear line between
child maltreatment and_"adequate".thild rearing-complicates the work
of-every professiotal who comes in contact with cases-of abused or
neglected children:

Because of this 1464 CPS workers often develop their own ierceptions
of what actually constitutes adequate child rearing and Of what

1:7
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,

'constitutes child abuse and neglect, based on their own experiences

and models. CPS workers, particularly new ones, may feel extiemely.
uncomfortable with this lack of specific knowledge and standards. ,

Effective supervisors are only able twassist these workers to the t.

extent they are able to provide
,

standards and guidelines for worker

decision-making. The supe . must be willing to risk articulat:-'

ing standards, even tho they n. prove imperfect. It is neces-

sary for supervisors haVe some egree of:confidence i.Ai their own,

abilities to define .1 d' articulate s andards for the worker while
relying on agency po 'ties as a guide and exploring \and expanding
their own knowledge , 1 e. They must ave a clear picture Of the
standards which re to good pract ce and be able to define, spe-
cify and clam. ose standards in such a way that workers can both.
understand an use;them:-

-

Having dete ined'some standards,4the supervisor must be able to

apply those tandards in practice. CPS.workers will often experience

difficulty making the hard decisions which mustSbe made relatively
quickly. While it is certainly unrealistic to expect the

n.

super-
visor wi have all the answers that,workers must be assured at, when
it becomes necessary, the superliisor can be countedion to help-in
making a decisiim. , ,

.Application of Sandarls to Specific Cases

Workers have ,the right to expect that their supervisor will have i

something to Offer them when a specific question arises regarding
the handling of.an individual case. The potential onsequences of,
casework- decisiOnt'for individual children'and their families make
the rolef technical advisor a crucial one, for CPS supervisors, and
thee/ should have extensive experience in making this kind of deci-
sioh: Thus supervisors should have experience in carryinga caseload.:

But a CPS supervisor may not have had previous experience in working
with child abuse and neglect cakes. Those supervisors who do come
to their positions without having worked directly with child abuse

and neglect families must assume'responsibility for familiarizing
themselves with the Specific ,and ,unique aspects of child abuse and

neglect casework as quit ly and as thbroughly as possible. Super-

, visors may acquaint themselves with child protective services through
education, reading or directed Study and staff interactions- New
supervisors should also be willing to take advantage of the practi,
'.cal..expertise 61-Tenior,caseworkers, many of whom tan prove to be

excellent resources. 1

..4

In order to.provide effective supervision; supervisors shoUld carry
at least one child abuse or negleti case. Carrying a small case -'

load helps the supervisor 'to keep, in touch withthe real problems t

I I



'of -CPS Workers. The major drawback of carrying a-caseload is
thitSupeuisors are likely tcc be overburdened to the detiiment
either of their cases or their supervisory reslionsibilitie.

Prcividing Standards on-Ethical Issu s and Values

The parent-child relationship has.long been considered a privi-
4edged and private one in this' society., 'Therefort supervisors'

- need to come to terms with number of'relevant ethical issues.
Part:of the professional development of .protective service work-
ers includes the recognition aml adceptance of their own beliefs
with respect to the right of the child to protection., It alsOP

(:.."Ihecessitates the-development of an understanding of.the ways in
which those beliefs may influence their work performance. The.-
supervisor must strutture opportqnitiet which will help to enun-,
'ciatse and clarify the worker's own ethics and values. In addi-
tionl the supervisor should help 'workers to learn when and how it
is appropriate to apply their personal ethics and valUesin their-
role as a CPS worker. -

.

Among the issues which must be considered are questions of cofi-.

dentiality, use of authority, protection of the Child, rights of
the child, caretaker self-determination, caretaker rights and `re-
sponsibilities, and-the diversity of family life in America. .

:\*.

ConYidentiality%et, ,All states now 'have some type c Mandatory reporting statute for.
chifdiOuse and neglect. In general, those statutes, provide the

: opOrtunity for reporters to remain'atonymous.. While there is a '.
possibility that this provision may encourage some,peopfe to.mis-
use the law making frivolous or "grudge" complaints, the law
does affirm that in cases of suspected child able or neglect the
rightS of children take, priority over the rightsof an individual
to confront an accUser.= In fact, the usual procedure does not

' ,identify the reporter as an accuser, and those'Who report in good 4
"faith. are protected from prosecution of suits.

411.

Even unfOUnded reports of child abuse ancFmeglectare potentially
injurious to the reputation of the family. It is essential then
that CPS agencies make every provision to ensure the privacy of
_case material: The CPS supervisor must be responsible for enstir-
i

.

ing prlyady for 'those families which are a part of the unit's
'icaseloade' This can be done in 'terms of periodic reminders _to
Staff during staff meetings, and through a vigilant awareness of-=,t,
the activities-and doncerns-of secretarial and'clerical staff.

e Thesupervisor must also establish unit procedures with regard

.9
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"*..-to the sto'rage of written case materials tà ensure that all in-

.
'formation remains-sin the office and inaccessible to anyone out-

the Unit, except in special situations, such as Case presen-
.;tations.at multidisct inary teat meetings and court capes.

, .

The CPS supervisor nust take intPlaccount,the multidisciplinary
,nature,octhe4esonse system inThild abuse and neglect cases.
-Although' supervis.is m t eat the privacy and cInfidentiality
of suspected ab ive or n ting families, they should provide
appropriate- info cation to other professionals in the response
4rsterimho are -signated o provide help tosuch'families. For

A ; *example, where -s -s ar- referred to other agencies, sharing in-
formation is essenti for the effective cobrdination of services.
The supervisor musf.always balance the issue of.confidentiality'
against the necessity of providing help to families and children .

with abuse or neglect problems.

diient Self-Determination and CPS Responsibilities

Responsible pertons in our society have the inherent right to
choose the direction of their own lives. However, children are

%

restricted in exercising this right; their parents are expected
to assume the responsibility for doing this. In an abuse or ne-
glect situation, the parents are not behaving responsibly. ,In

order to ensure that abused and neglected children are.protected
and allowed to grow up to exercise their right to self-determina-
tion, it may atITimes be necessary tb use the authority of the
CPS unit or the authority of the court to tell parents how they
must behave if they want*to 'retain custody of their children.
This exercise of authority seems, on the face of it, to directly
contradict the value of self-determination; and is frequently a
matter of COnSiderable concern to workers.

Workers may 'signal their concerns about this apparent conflict in
a variety of,ways. They may have difficulty articulating he auth-
ority'that is vested in them or distinguishing between their auth-
ority and the authority of the court. Sbme workers- will deny their
authority by declaring. their total_commitment to the wishes of ,the.
client. Sotg=even try to deny their relationship to their own
agency. Othibr workers will overreact to authority, beconink.puni-

. tive and censorious.. These workers often have difficulty respond-
ing to allegedly abusive adults except in the authoritative role,
thus completely-obscuringthe individual's right to self-determi-
nation., Thrbugirthese behaviorSkers are demonstrating their
-own inability twaccept and to manage the authority which they do.
haVe.
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he supervisor must have a clear understanding of how to Balance-
these perspectives, both in terms of child piotective's0tfices and
in 'terms of supervisory responsibilities. Close attention must be
paid to patterns of, worker behavior,' verbalizations, orAritten
.reports that may indicate lack of clarity about this,iggue or that
ihe worker is responding inappropriately.. ,

. .

in exercising their' authority to protect children, workers
may wish to ignore or ciFtumvent the rights of parents: Although
the primary responsibility of"the CPS worker is ,t0.'protect the
children and then to rehabilitate families, it is'essential to
acknowledge the legal rights of the parentg in this process. It
ia the supervisor's responsibility to help, the worker make a
proper balance between.the two.

When a situation necessitates court action, CPS'workers generally
have-strong convictions about what is necessary to protect a child.
WorWs may become frustrated when the -legal system does upt'sup-
poA their beliefs. Supervisors need to offer'support and to en-
courage workers to work within, rather than in opposition to, the-
legal system.

AA
4

The Diversity of Family Life in America
1

CPS workers must have Dot only a sense of hovi'unormal" families
function, but also an appreciation for the wide variations in
family systems and structures. -Families aravxtremely 'diverse,
and what a worker -sees as peculiar or unacceptable is not neces-
sarily ah indication .of child abuse or neglect,

'Supe*is6TO'need-to-*6-deleiiiinderstailding of what is impor-
tant-in family life. TheYmbst indorp.ora$ an awareness of the
'variations in family structure which-d'Ouriin the various racial,
ethnic, and 'cultural communities served-by the CPS unit. Super--
visoii will need to convey an understanding of these cultural
variations to child prOtective,Workerg. Thus, supervisors can
helpyprgers to. separate families with cultural variations in
theitlif4tyles from families who are in:acivality abusing or
AegleCtinOheir children. For example, in some cultures younger
Ichildrevilay be. given a greater degree of responsibility in the
.faMiWt,they may be called upon to prepare dinner,,or help with
child'Ciie.e 'This is not necessarily-an indication 'bf child

.maltreatment.

ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE IN A CPS UNIT'

-The components of CPS response process indlude identific4kion-
d reporting; intake and investigation,' ass sment and planniyg;.

11
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implementation of the plan; and termination' and follow-up.
Guidelines should'be deyeloped wh&ch establish criteria for init-

ating tae CPS response process. rnterVention should occur in

response to the Atli range of child maltreatment--physical abuse,

neglect, emotional abuse, and.sexual abuse and exploitation. The

nature of the intervention in each case, should be determined by

the circumstances of the particular case. Intervention should be

limited to-- required procedUres, and terminated when it is

determined that continuation is unnecessary,or when services are

netlonger required. The CPS supervis r has the responsibility for
coordinating) and assuring the implem tation of required prpcedures

in every reported case of child'abus nd neglect.

In order to obtain this goal, the CPS supervisor must establish an
oigatizational structure throughwhichservice delivery can beef -'

fect d. Role specialization is an ef,fectiveLway of organizing a

CPS unit. In this type of organizatiemaq structure, the.unit*can
be divided into an intake and investigation section and a section
responsible fore implementing the'service-plan.

The intake and investigation section is responsible for receiving

initial reports of susRected child abuse and neglect, for gathering
the information necessa,rk to corroborate oredismiss a report, and

for:maki ng the initial assessment and service "

The case then would be referred to the case management or treatment

section-. The workers in this section would be responsible for im-

plementing the service plan and termination:? In the implementation

of the plan, CPS workers would either provide direct services to
clients or make referrals to another agenay(ies) and abnitor the

case.

The experience of many CPS programs has 5hown that the total CPS,

delivery system can be made more effective if the CPS workers have

specialized roles. Spe'cialization has also provided increased job
satisfaction-and productivity among CPS workers. It .also enables

, workers to move to, different areas of specialization"withi the CPS

response system when "burnout" or staff conflicts occur.

COORDINATION WITH A MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM

One of the most important functions'of the supervisor in a CPS

unit is to coordinate the efforts of the unit wgth those of other

agencies and professionals in the community:: Child maltreatment

derives from a wide range of social and psythological problems
that cannot be effectively managed by one discipline or one pro-

fession alone. Professionals such as social workers; physioiani,

-12
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lawyers and teachers must work together if the cycle of abuse and
neglect is to be broken. Optimal assessment and treatment efforts
for child protective clients require the contribution's and,coordi-
nation of a*broad, range of professional and community agencies.

,Als% Thesupervisor can ensure coordination by being aware of other
resources, available in the community. In most cases, supervisors
will have already established contacts with specific persons-in
other professional groups and community agencies with whom they
can work together. toward community coordination. Through their
skills in coordinating', CPS supervisors assure provision of all
types of needed services for the caretakers and children who are
cheir clients and also prevent' duplication of services and wasted
effort.

Thus by establishing a-multidisciplinary team which meets on a
regular basis, CPS workers will be provided with additional support.
Participation on this team can also help to enhance workers'
professional growth.

PREVENTION

Efforts to preverit child abuse and negleLcA/xequire a well coordinated,
community effort, an effectiye service delivery system, and appro-
priately focused g.ttitudes and priorities within the community-if
they are to be successful. The CPS unit, as part of the ,child abuse
and negleci response system, must be involved in steps for prevention.

CPS supervisors should be aware of the factors related to the pre-
. \vention ofchild maltreatment and should take part in initi#ing

and organizing prevention efforts in their community. Supervisors
must also be supportive of the involvement of CPS staff in theSe
efforts. For detailed information concerning the prevention of
child maltreatment, supervisors can refer to another manual in this
series entitled Child Protective Services: A Guide for Workers.

a
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ROLE OF THE SUPERVISOR
CPS-RESPONSE SYSTEM -,

The supervisor plays a significant role in each of the following
stages of the CPS response system:

o' Intake/Investigation
I(

. AssessmentAllanning

Implementation of the Plan

-o Termination

The CPS supervisor should first provide guidelines for each stage
in this process. For detailed information about the CPS response

' process, supervisor& can refer to another manual in this series
entitled Child.Proteptive Services; A Guide for Workers. Once
these.guidelines:have been established, the supervisor is respon-
sible-for providing gUidance to woiters in the decision-making pro-
cess. The role of the supervisor will vary somewhat depending on

\ the amount of experience the worker has, \on the type of case, on the
personality of the supervisor, and on the stage of the case in the,
response system.

Bec..Le wo
f ing amo
upervisor.
the supervise
required if the

r--

-

on at different levels of competency, dif-'
dance .arid involvement are required of the,

The, complexity of a case also affects the extent of
s involvement. For example, little guidance..is
case is fairly, straight- forward.

'

Some supervisors prefer to be more closely involved in the decision-
' making process. However, it is important for the supervisor not to
tVer-monitor workers' caseloads because this will take time from
the supervisor's other responsibilities and prevent workers. from
developing effective service delivery skills.

The, CPS supervisbr Wile:Consiste64Yhave a incire prominent role-in
the intake and investigative stage,"including the provision of
emergency services, and in the termination stage because these are
the most critical decision-making poillts in the CPS process.

14
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Before establishing the response'system, CPS supervisors should de-
termine standards for workers regarding acceptable and unacceptable
child rearing praOtiTes (see Chapter I). It is important to remember
,that these standards should be based on state statutes

.

The notion of "prevalent community standards" for child care, includ-
'in concerns for racial, ethnic or cultural variations in community

Ogs groups, is one attempt, to delineate these standards. When work-
ers:confront the-issue; however, "prevalent community standards" are
oftenilgt'preted by them to Mean'those with which they are most
.amlfortable'personally, or those in the literature with which they
are most familiar. The supervisor must navigate through the many .9

conflicting processes available to establish intake standards which
' are compatible with ,the concerns of the community and the CPS unit.

Most agencies'mandatedto receive reports of child abuse and neglect
are responsible for investigating arl reports "made ingood faith."
jowever,.if an agency is allowed to screen out reports,,the'CPS°-
uperVisor,or agency should Provide workers with guidelines speci-

fying what kinds of cases do not warrant CPSinvolvement.

If possible, CPS sdperviSors should assign specific workers who
specialize in receiving child abuse-and neglect reports. The
supervisor should provide training for the "intake" worker in the
areas of:, obtaining required information; differentiating between
calls that are appropriate and those that are not appropriate for
'child protective services, and making critical judgments about the--O'
degree of urgency and initia ng an appropriate response.

The establishment of statew de hotlines or central registers, which
are responsible for the rec iptof suspected child abuse and neglect
reports 24.hours per day, ad additional)responsibilities to the
local CPS unit. Since,in most jurisdictions, CPS is responsible to
investigate these.reports,,supervisors must make special staffing
arrangements. It .is preferable to assign "after work hours duty"
on a rotating basis. .Supervisors along with workers should share
this responsibility. tgapervisors should also be avagable for con-
SUltatioito workers On "after work hours duty." During the time
workers are, performing this extra responsibility, CPS supervisors
should allow 'then flexible day time hours.

INVESTIGATION

Conducting a child abuse rand neglect investigation is one of the
most difficult tasks a CPS worker Must perform. It is preferable

15



to assign spe fic workers who specialize in investigating report
of susPecte abuse and neglect, because it is extremely difficult
to carry an on-going caseload and "respond immediately" to, new r sorts.
It is essential for supervisors to provide these workers wi h trai ing
Ln interviewing skills; gathering relevant information, provision f
ethergency services, and-making a case decision. V

`CPS\sUpervisors should help workers, first:ofall, to develop inves-
1igative techniques which would-enable them to elicit the necessary
information;'while collecting observable data. While interviewing
the family, workers will frequently experience.parentaljesistance,
It is the supervisor's role to provide guidance for. dealing with this
resistance. during -the interview, workers must alSo use their social
work skills to establish. a relationship with the family.' It is very
important that CPS superVisors help workers Combine these skills to
enable them to_gather-information without alienating the family.

CPS supervisors must impress upon workers the need to collect col-
information concerning,the family, such asmedical pr scho61

records, in order to make an 'accurate case 'decision.

-Provision of Emergency ,Services

The issue of risk_or potential harm is paramount in CPS work because
\the-primary task of child protective Services is to prote9Z the child.
Ordinarily, risk is important primarily-at thepoint of intake and
investigation because whenlan abuse or neglect report is,reCeived,
theremust be-an initial assessment of level of risk to the child and
a decision made regarding what to dd withthe child before any other

`:steps are taken. Part of the suPervfsor's role in-the assessment-of
risk to the 'child is to help-the worker decide whether it is neCes-
sarrto remove the child from the home, and under what circumstances'
the child can safely remaiifi in the-home. This is a very serious
decision, and it reqUires.careful:consideration.

.'lletails on situations which IndiCate`that a child is in imminent
danger are included in another Malicia' in this series entitled Child
FiNtectiOe Services: A Guide for Workers.

Soke workers need more guidance in assessing the risk to the child.
Emergencypjacement of the child should only be considered as a
last resort because of-the serious disruption to the'family unit and
the emotional cost toithe child- If removal of a child is necessary,
the supervisor in the CPS unit'should be inn lved.in the process.
Because-'the removal of_a child is an,intens motional experience
fOr the worker as well as for the faMily,an the child, provision of,
emotional support-for the worker is crucial.,

16



Making:A Case Decision

Establishment of specific, guidelines as to what constitutes abuse
and neglecttlacilitates making an investigative,decision. Super-
visors should monitor all investigative findings and case ,decisions'.
New workers will require more guidance at this stage because they
lack experience and are not as confident as other*workers.

Effective supervisors assist workers in improVing their own abili-
ties in making case decisions. This can be done- discussing with
the worker. -the reasons for making a specific decision; assisting the
worker in examining - various available alternatives, and by offering
support and encouragement.

Supervisors should specify a maximum. time limit].within which CPS
workers determine whecher there is probable cause to indicate-that
Child abuse or neglect has been or is occurring.. nothing con-_
clusivegw ;be found to substantiate the report within 60 .days, the
case sholfrd be closed. Keeping it open any longer probably'would
"constitute an invasion of the 4mily's right to ptivacy.

Assessment and Planning

The ass.essment_and Service planning process begins at the investi-
gative stage- and Continues throughout- the treatment process.

e

There ate twd overriding functions CPS workers must be familiar
with and fulfill in this process.

Planning. This involveLthe .social assess-
went process and establighment of .the goals
of -the service plan.

Organizing... This involves mapping out the
services needed and the resources needed,
and available. to provide these services,.
It also involves_" making sure. that lines; of
resp.onsibilitrate--defined and that tass'
a r e assigned'.

In order for CPS workers to perttim these functions, it is'neces-
.

.

4ilfor superviSors to provide training and-guidancetin each area
-Slthough-supervisors do-not play as 'prOminent a _tole in stage
lbarthe CPS response process; it is essential that.they help workers

aZvelop'eclearly'ttatedtoals-and oFjectives'in the., plan.

SuiiervisO14"should encourage,wqrketP t ee_k' the advice of prqfes-
siOnals: in. ot er disciplinei4s needed -. uring the investigative

ci.6ess. Con ulatation= with other Profissionals may occur
n conjunction with the multidisCiplinaty case ,Consultation team.

1117



IMPLEMENTING .THE SERVICE PLAN

' It is advisable to establish -a section within the CPS unit vihich is,
responsible for implementing the service plan. However,. these

wogkers should have prior experience in investigating reports of
child abuse and neglect.

The two functions CPS workers must be familiar with and fulfill in
implementing the service plan-are:,

Directing. This is a motivatAng function in
which the worke maintains a supportivein-

.. volvement with t t client and the service
provider through t the total proce s.

Coordinating. This involves mon toring the
case to make sure that all services are being-
provided to meet the needs of the client, the .

provider, and the agency.

In this phase ofthe CPS process, supervisors should mOnito hether
the goals and objectives of-the service plan are being achieved. It

is important that workers assess Vtese'goals and objectives through-
out the-treatment process to determine if they should be changed, or
if,tJle case .should beterminated:-

Supervisors should encourage workers to utilize community resources
to meet "the needs of families experiencing-child abuse and neglect
problems. This is'an essential step in the,treatment process because
many of the problems these families are experiencing can best be met
by community agencies, such as mental health centers-or public health,
departments.

When.the service plan fails and there is continuing abuse and/or
neglect detrimental to the health or emotional well-beinofthe
Child,,the_decision whether to remove the child,frqm thelibme will
again have to befaced. The determination of whetiler there'-is suf-

--ficienf:evidence-to proceed with a formal complaint leading to a
court hearing can be a difficult task for both worker and supervisbr,
and may require an evaluative discussion with court personnel.

TEpAINATION/CLOSURE
:,

Terminating services.in child -abuse or neglect cases is a difficult

deCision And should initolvp'close'participation and consultation
with the workeriS supervisor, 4.

Unfortunately, there ire situations in whiCh a case is'terminated
without having provided services to the family. ,A decision to ter-

minate a case without having provided servidesis usually based on
s .
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the fact that there is mot a'servIce available which is appropriate
. tothe family's needs or no child,Maltrtment is present._ A deci-

Sion such as, this should not beconsidered a rationalization but a
reality when further involvement with-the family will.have no posi=
tive effect, It is absolutelyiMperative that there not be imminent
danger to the child if'the case is closed,

The decision to terminate a case which has ,received services should
be based on evidence that the original problems 'causing the abuse/

"neklect have been resolved to the'point that the. family can protect
the child. This emphasizes the need to keep accurate records Of
clearly defined goals and objectives". There also needs.to,be-evi-
dence that the family will voluntarily obtain assistance in the
-future if,they face additional problems with childrearing. It does''
not necessarily mean that all problems hair& been resolved and that
they will nOw live happily ever after.(1In some'cases, the family
may be reluctant tg give up services, particUlarly if they are
providing resources which the parents cannot easily obtain on their
own.

In other cases, the family may be anxious to terminate before the
changes that they have been trying to make during' treatment,
been :.fully achieved. Research has shown that there is a high rate
of recidivism among abusive/neglectfjtl families after services are
terminated because the parents were not able to incorporate the
changes into their daily lives. Families which regress after term-

% nation appear to have made changes which in.fact were maintained
onlytecause- there was continued involvement with professionals:
The primary guide fOr termination should be the family's ability
to seek outside support independen ly of the worker.

,Many workers do not know how to erminate their involvement' with
their clients. It is the supe

terminate
responsibility 6 proVide

. workers'with general guidelines for termination. For specific
information concerning guidelines for termination, supervisors can
refer'to another manualjmthis series entitled, Chad Protective
Services: A Guide for Workers.

PRIORITY SETTING

Helping Akers to set priorities and organize their'time so. that
they are maximally productive'is a key supervisory task in any
setting. In CPS programs,4this task can be even more' important,
as a worker's priorities can affect the safety and well-being.of
maw. children and their families.

1"

=--
'Of course, there will be a service plan established for each case .

handled by the CPS unit. However, cases will require.different
amounts of the workers' -time depending on their complexity. There-S.1

the'supervisor needs to assist workers'in setting two sepa-*
rate but.interrelited kinds of priorities:



ti

.

What lands' of cases- require the most =me-
:.

diate rIsponse?

a '-What-.kinds of caseS,should receive the bulk
of.the worker's time on a continuing basis?

The first factor to consider in setting priorities is thelevel of
risk to the child. 'By 4efinition all abused and negltcted child-
ren are at.risk. Ther'e are gradation& of risk which determine the

extent of the,inioivement Of CPS workers. 'The. CPS supervisor must

help theworker-to'examine:the AhtorS. Which indicate the level of
risk to the child. For information concerning the factors to con-
sider in assessing lke risk-to the child, supervisors can refer to
themarwalintldsseriessentled Child Trotecfive Services: A

Guide, for Workers.
skt

,

Highest priority cases are ihose whic4 present an imminent risk to

the child; For example:

2.

0 V 0 a sixTZith ald,child who has a skull frac- ,

- v. turd and several other fractures in' different
*stages of healing.:: The parentsl:explanation of

occurredthe injuries occured does.not coincide with
.

the actual injury. :.--t,

.

: This case would require not only an *mediate response by the worle-
Vr,. bbt also a gre4ter J"apouryt of involvement.

..k.

Lower priority case' would be those it which there is a lesser de-

igree'of risk to the/Child. For example,:i
, . . a healthy eight;:year Old child does not
attend chool:regularly, and when present at
school she'is physically dirty eyears torn

,

clothing. ,,
.

. .

..i. .,.
. . , . x

When the child is nO.Ibnger-in imminent danger, the level and kind
of involvement by the worker is deterplined by the particular, needs

of.the family. .: . .

jmg CLIENT ISSUE

- Supervisors must impress, ypon. CPS workers that their primary focus

should be, the protection of children, Howeyer, the assessment
;.service planning, and treatment should consider the chiIdq total
environmental_ cofttext. Jr,eatment shOuld be provided for parents

- and children and #kternaVsiipports. mot be developed for the family
to. ensure improved functi'bri:ing.. si-
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`SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES OF CPS SUPERVISION

Good supervisor's' are able'to think and act responsibly, to work
cooperatively with others and to provide workers with opportunities
through which they can work together effectively and derive satis-
faction within the group.7 These supervisors have the basic knowl-
edge of social work theory values, methods, and techniques. 'they
also-have.the capacity to facilitate the profesSional and personal
growth of their workers.

Effective methods of supervision are adapted to the individuality of
each worker and to the group asa,whole, Thus, good super*isois are
able to identify workers' learning needs in relation to the jot; re-
quirements and their professional, experience. They use this infqp.

- nation to develop,training materials and'appioprinte-teaching methods
---,relative to the specific needs of workers.

.

There are a number.of specific skills and techniques.that are of
special impqrtanoe to a CPS supervisor. 'This section' identifies
some of them and describes how they can be used to increase super:-
visory effectiveness.

J;

%
MODELING

. CPS supervisdrs,,like-moseother supervisors, are:the most visiblek:
and accessible Model for practice available to the CPS workers. By
actions andryords, superv-pors can implicitly and explicitly estah-

' lish the limit of.pernissible behavior, Further,`, modeling provides
workers with'Tionthratening'opportunities to introduce_new behaviors.

Ile,basic question elioh the'superiir mast ask is: "How do I want-
14orkert:Ao relate---tWearptakersand,childreri?"-- Despite-the
temper one's response according to different circunstancesmb.there-are

. some guidelines that can be- established; based on protective seryice
.work: ethics and the knowledge base "that- is available with respect to-
what constitutes' good CPS-inactice. These guidelines indicate that
good supervisor-worter relationships have the falloying,character-
istics, that will hopefully be carried over'into the worker-client

"'""-

Cooperation and mutuality:
. '

Expliditaess and'hunesty
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t

,Firmness and consistency

-Empathy 40*

Pi eXibeility

Participatory leadership.

oopertion and Mutuality.

Ideally,' ideas, opinions, 'and solutiohs,

tributed by both the supervisor and. the
.permit and encourage cooperation and plat
an effective motel for these behaviOral
worker and client.

.

io problems should -be con-

worker. Supervisors who
ltty with workers provide,
aracteristics between

This concept is particularli'important since most CPS worker-client
relationships are involuntary: ,parents_wha become protective ser-
vice clients often feel that the CPS worker i's disrupting their pri.

--vary and that it is 'no one else's. business how they raise their
children.- With the client-worker relationship starting off on this
negative note, any co'opeiation` and mutuality ,.which- can-be achieved

may help break down the threatened, defensive behaviors of clients,
and help toinitiate a more positive relationship.

4Ts
S.

Ekplicitness and Honesty :'_:'

To .t maximum extent possible, conmninica4on bet.rm.4.. upervisors
anctzwOrkers should be clear, Unambiguous, and concrete. Above all,
complications_ must. be' honest -and ek.,., On occasion, workers' and
Supervisors will lgthhOld information or opinions from each other.
Foz example, workers may withholdJrifoiiiation regarding the nature
o a spetific` re.pore, belleviligiliat they are.doing supOrvisors a

. fa.vor..by. not- burdening them al-1- at .once. In tfe .same way, super,-.- -
visors_ may ,decline 'to discuss -certainiqUesti-onable aspets of, worker

perfortance. in the belief thatl Such_ a discussion mi ermine .

: 1"---- ,WOXICQr-COlifidertee . -ali -=

. f
:14

While there may be times when discussion of certain issOisTwoultbe '
inappropriate (e. g., it' is bad -timing to provide workers- with a
gre.ai)deal of negative information- just before, a scheduled court

,appearance), supervisors *should avoid withholding information or
o*Ilions 'indefinitely. Instead, supervisors must find the best way

andAhe beit time tto address- sensitive afeasir concerns The' fol.r.,
lOwing are °standards" to work toward:
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Nothineis bad enough to hide; the question is not
Whether td bring up a topic, but when and how it is
best to approach it..

4 $

The supgrvisor is an honest person; theydrker can
trust the supervisor's responses.

, .

k The supervisor has confidence in the workei's ability

to handle sensitive situations.

.Firrnulless and Consistency

Related to the-ability to make decisions'is the ability to see de-
cisions-through. This Is not intended to imply rigidity, but rather

. to indicate the need for carrying out plans with some sense/of con-
tinuity and stability. Clients need this from workers and workers

- need it ftom supervisors. If workers canhat have confidence in/the

Q supervisdrip decision-making ability, they will be unable to extend
any sense:of cdmmtiment to their clients.

Einpathy

The'ability to feel what another is feeling--to walk in *another's
shoes - -is a`key concept in child protective work. In supervisidh,

'it may mean being able to feeraworker'S sense of-failure or sense
of confidence at succeeding. Child protective work, after all, ,is

people-Working together, and people experience a broad range ofemo-
tional-respOnses. If workers perceive their superviscri' empathy
and .know how good it makes them feel, they; can more readily extend.

it to Clients :who may never have had..someone'else'demonstrate this
kind of understanding.

_Flexibiiity-

Flans or decisions which do not prove to bedeffective or appro ri- .

ate ought to be changed.' It is- important for supervisors .to emon-

-__.2'..-.._strate_itOnteractiOns_with workers_that_plans'can and show d be

.changed, providedit is clear that-the change is ---reasonable. 'This:
'technique, in turn, should apply to the worker's dealings with
:clients. ',Flexibility on the supeviior's part permits the worker

'tOlearn two key'lessons:
,

, .

--O It is permissible, even' desirable,0-2to admit

Making a mistake. ,

It is permissible to-cginge planS or: approaches.

23
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Participatory Leadership

The pi!imary concern in this area relates to the need for CPS workers
to feel some sense of control over their own lives, although they
are aware of the supervisor's ultimate .anthority. Staff should be
involved to whatever extent possible in case decisions and policy
making, not just in_trivial matters. The staff's advice should be
solicited on matters concerning them and their work environment. Of.
primary importance, CPS workers should be given latitude to disagree'
with their supervisor and to formulate their own positions on policy
and.procedures based on the information available to them. The .

supervisor who interacts with,workers in this way will model this
sbehavior,"for workers, who in turn will be able to increase the ca-
pacities of clients to determine their own lives while protecting
the rights of others.

WORKING WITH STAGES OF WORKER DEVELOPMENT

Identifying and Working With Stages of Worker
Development

In most instances, CPS workers require at 1east'a full year,of work
before being able to f ction on an independent level. For this
r'eason, supervisors should anticipate devoting more time to workers
during their first year of employment. At this early stage, it is
essential to train workers in basic procedures, such as dictating
.case records immediately after the events occur. As workers develop,
lesg'constant and intensive supervision will be required. It is im-
portant to remember that workers who have previoUs social work ex-
perience and/or an MSW are likely to become acclimated to the CPS
process more quickly thin untrained workers.- Offe way of looking at
the'deveiopment prcess is to identify various stages of worker
development:_

First stage -- a period of high anxiety.

. Second stages-- make it or break it.

Third stage -- good assessment skills;
rudimentary intervention skills.

41 Fourth stage:- relative independence.

In general, the-amount of jpervisoxy intervention intb'a worker's
. caseload will diminish asthe worker passes trough these various-
stages of development.
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Stage' One: 711e High Anxiety ,Stage

- During the first three to six months on the job, exposure to abusive
and neglectful families may result in a great deal of worker con-
fusion. The worker will be searching for information on how to re-
spond,and examining personal feelings toward, clients. If the super-
visoillas not effectively set standards, the worker may have a
particularly difficult peribd initially and may feel inadequate to
the tasks at hand. While this period is the most difficult for the
worker, it is also the time in which the:greatest amount of learning
can take place. There are several types of interventions which the
supervisor-can employ to aid in this process.

Accept and meet worker dependency needs: During phase one, it is
appropriate for the worker to seek security and stability from the
supervisor. The supervisor can bp somewhat more directive thail
might be appropriatewith more experienced workers. Expectations
regarding worker independence at this point are likely to be pre-
mature. Frequent reinforcement forspoiitive worker behaviors, as
well as the idea of unconditional caring, are key supervisory guide,
lines. Just as the supervisor accepts the dependencyneeds of the
worker, the supervisor should encourage workers to accept dependency

weds of their clients. This is a necessarytand positivvstage in
the clients' ,treatment and is an effective way to use the weliker.

Provide factual tools: The supervisor shbuld provide newtworkers
with,whatever standards,,priorities, and information are required to
perform their work functions Workers-should be assisted in recogniz-
ing how these standards and priorities relate to specific cases and
to-worker intervention., Inexperienced workers need as-much-Struc-
tureand specific instruction as they can be given at this stage.

Acceptth9 confused feelings of the worker: The confusion and sense
of inadelluacy felt bynew workers should be viewed as a normal part
of theilk4evelopment. 'If the workers can see that these feelings
are acceptable to the supervisor, they will come to accept them in
themselves and view them as a natural part of ,personal and profes-
sional development.-

Allow workers to express anxitey: Undoubtedly the worker will be
experiencing anxiety over performance. and client interactions. .These
feelings must be elicited$from the worker. The supervisor must help
and encourage ihe'worker to express this anxiety and provide the.
necessary acCitptance and support to enable the worker to develop pro-
fessionally. -The supervisor also needs to help the worker sort out
realistic anxiety feelings from unrealistic ones.
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Constructively assist workers to identify mkseakes::New workers'do
not always,know when they.make,m14takes. They.have not tideveloped
sufficient knowledge:and skill to be able to identify gads in their
work perfOrmance,:and the supervisor will need to assist them in
doing so. Thii should always be done, however; by building .on worker
strengths and by discovering ways.in which pogitive qualities can be
applied to counteract shortcomings.

Pair new workers with experienced workers: A team system works well
in a CPS unit. *Pairing new workers with_experienced ones provides a
safety net and., in addition, shows new workers what they can aspire
to.

Be regularly availaBle for worker conferences; Beginning with this
initial stag76, and continuing through the next two stages of worker
development, the supervisor should expect to spend approximately'two
hours per week with each new,worker in-individual conferences. In
addition, crises and- emergencies will arise which will also require
time and effort on the part of the supervisor.

Substitute for workers only in cases of extreme emergency: Workers
develop a sense.of confidence in themselves aid in their own skills
bf successfully handling emergencies. -,-They need to know that the
supervisor will support them and-is available:if really needed. The_'

supervisor.deionstiates confidence in the ability of the worker to
handle emergencies by remaining in the background except for those
times when intervention is absolutely necessary.

Build caseloads slowly: If po'ssible,,for thel'firSt-month or two
limit the nimberof cases a new worker must handle. This allows,
time for confidence huildingland reduces= pr6surei

*Clarify client behaviors and worker behaviors, QuestionsQuestions asked dur-
ing-supervisor.--worker conferences should be directed toward. ways in
which clients have responded to- worker behaviqr. _Conferences may-
alsb include clarification regarding the?'reasons clients, have re-
sponded in this Way, Focusing on both. tlient;and worker behaviQX
enables to be aware-of which of their-interventions are suc-
cessful and which need to_be'changed-

Stage Two: The "Make It or Break ,It" Stage

At this level, workers have Oveloped enough knowledge and skill to
Itive,some'degree of confidence in making Plans; and decisions. How-
ever, they may still experience some anxiety and still Have a limited
ability to identify-mitfakes.'
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The supervisor needs to continue to encourage workers' independence

while remaining available to provide a considerable amount of support.
Interactions with workers at -this stage should be characterized as
follows:

Expect and allow some 4stakes:% Workers at this leveiNwill begin
experimenting with new behaviors in working with clients, and will
experience a crisis of ,confidence if these attempts fail' to meet
their personal standards.' A worker who is beginning to take some ,

risks and who is preasing to learn new things will inevitably, make'
iaeakes. The supervisor will need to expect this and to help the

worker to.acctpt it as well. If supervisors demonstrate a willing-, -
ness to accept their own mistakes, they will, at the same time, show
that making some mistakes is acceptable ,and should not be viewed as
failure.

Introduce a greater degree of participatory leadership: During the
first stage, the supervisor may have needed to be more directive-it'
providing information to the worker. In this second stage, the
supervisor should assume that workers hive most of the necessary
basic knowledge tO perform their functions. The supervisor generally
needs to help draw this Icosirledge odt:- This can be done by present-
ing alternatives that may not be evident- to the worker.

Help workers organize observations and ideas: Workers will now be
gin to spontaneously identify -patterns occurring in families and 4.

across caseloads. Similarities will be seen from one case to an-
'other. The .supervisor should begin to, underscore thtse similarities
and permit the worker to synthesize them:into some principles of

- practice;

Analyze intuitions without stifling)reativity or spontaneity: As
workers in this stage gain confidence,- they will 'begin to operate
on hunches, guesses, commonsense, and intuition-- While these may
be lnore effective-than the supervisor might initially- suspect, super-;
vistip should assist workers in validating their intuitions.

-Sage Viriee: Mastery of Assessment Skills With
Rudimentary nte.rvention -Skills..i

, .,
At this stage, waiters are generally able to identify and analyze
errors v basic knowledge has been incorporated and gaps in casework
ire .more apparent, to them. Workers in the- third phase begin to "set

persOnal and.professionals.goals and to identify times when their
behavior is incompatible with these goals. This is.the beginning of
independent practice- During this stage, 'the supervisor can begin .
to allow At-worker to take the initiative in the supervisory process.
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Listen carefully: Caref41-listeningis the primary tisk of the super-
visory in relating to a worker at this level. Basic liStening skills
and the ability to identify not ,only ,461 is said, but what is not
-said are important. The-supervisor may ask clarifying or informa-
tional questions,'but the function of the supervisor at thij, point is
to listen first; then to talk.

Identify worker resistance in /discuss it in relation to clients:
While worker resistance may re re some attention in earlierstages,
it is at this third stage.wh the supervisor must be certain that
any resistance is speci4 11 addressed in supervisory conferences.
When the worker is reluctant to deal with certain clients or client
behaviors, these'behAviors should be discussed specifically in terms
of how they affect the relationship of the worker to the client. As
in stage two, focusing on worker personality or specific worker
characteristics out of the context of client relationships can be
detribentai to both the development of the worker and of the worker-
supervisor relationship. Attention should be directed to the way in .

which clients react to worker intervention, and the worker should be
assisted in using personal,and professional strengths in overcoming
barriers and resistance in the worker-client relationship.

Help workers to identify and examine options: The'first plans, intui-
tions, and perdeptions of a worker on'a case may or may not be the- .

best way to proceed. While the-supervisor may tend' to agree with the .

options or ideas presented by the worker,. it is essential,to open up.
to the worker as many options as possible:I This should be' done
iuch a way that the worker may still come Back to the first option
if it is the best 'one. The very -nature of the prodess of option ex-
ploriqpn in and of itself will assist the worker in:identifying op- .

tions for other clients and in expelding the ability to work effee-,
tively 4ith a variety of clients and cases.

Stage Four: Relative Independence

At this stage, workers can identify problems and options and generally
can determine most of the agenda-for supervisory conferences. Workets

: .should have a good ideajof,whattheir own supervisory needs-are and
should have a sense of what is needed to promote further professional-
development.: Supervisory conferences can-be,scheduled,less frequently.
The supervisory mole at this point is_mote that of,a consuliant and
'colleague than that of an authority figure, although the CPS worker
will always be subject to supervisory direction. The most-critical4*
supervisory function at this'stage isto assist workers'in clarifying \<

{-

- their-own professidnalAevelopment and in ideatifYiAg learning,needs.
-A serious- :mistake is Iride'whenthe supervisor' or the worker begins to
assume that the .ability to function independently and autonomously



somehow marks the end of the need for learning and growing. Failure
ok,the worker to continue to and grow may well result in worker

The supervisor can ist the worker in identifying 're-
.sources and opportunities for continuing education and development.

k ENHANCEMENT 'OF WORKER SKILLS

Beyond the fo rmal means of developing the professional capacities of,
'staff, such as continuing education and establishing and encouragidg
the use of a unit or agency library, there are some general super-
visory skills that, if used on a day-to-day basls, will lead to pro -
fessionalb growth. ,The following 'material presents some guiding
principles for this type of supervisory behavior. This er al also
identifies several stages of normal worker-deyelopment th t s'.er-
'visors can use as a measure of theNsta f's' current level of d velop-
ment. This schema can serve as a nee assessment tool for future
developmental activities.

Some Guiding Principles

The wisdom of.buildifig case plans on the basis of client strengths is
a widely accepted dictum of social-14ork practice. As a corollary, it
is true that 'effective supervision of workers builds on-worker
strengths. While each supervisor will develop special techniques for
assisting caseworkers in taking advantage of the individual strengths
which they bring to the job,..there are a number of suggestions which
may be useful.to any supervisor in relating to workers.

Give suggestions, not prescriptions. W orkers should . q*
be as'si'sted in identifying as man options as possi-

.

i=
ble for,dealingwith a specifi 'problem, in 4
analyziht these options in terms of the potential
risks and benefits; -and in selecting the "best" op-
tion based on the strengths of both the worker and
the family..

---V-Rote-andTiCknoWiedge worker accomplishments. Supervisor-
.

worker 'Conferences should always include recog-

nitioh from the supervisor for something whit the
Worker-even the weakest 'one, has done well. Even
during !'slum" periods, each, worker will be doing
some tasks.beiter than others. The worker's'accom-

=, plishionts should be pointed out, and the-supervisor
cnnthen,assist the worker inidentifyingmays in
which the strengths evidenced by-these. accomplishments .

can be etanilated into problem-solVing strategies in L.-

tore difficult areas.

*V

,
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Enable workers to assess:aAd-be responsible for
personal learning needs,, The supervisor should
ask workers to assess their own learning needs
and to assume responsibility for fulfilling them,
Social workers generall acknowledge that clients
probably will not chan until they see a real
need to do so.* The sam is true for workers.

encouraging the worker to identify those spe-
fic areas where improvement is needed, the
ervisor can then be in a position to assist
worker in developing-learning strategies for

rcoming weaknesses. This is much more success
than If the supervisor sets a_goal for the

lopment which the worker may not

"th
\ov

ful

-worker''s de

accept,

Avoid the role of "therapist" to workers. The
task of the supervisor, is not to serve as therapist
to workers with personal problems, but rather to
focuson the workers' professional development.
jHowever, in.tituations where workers' personal-
problems affect their work performance; the super-
visor needs to discuss them with the worker in a
'taring way.-

. Don't carry cases by "remote:control," Once in
the field, the worker is responsible for-the case
although the supervisor should provide some basic

,.guidelines.forthe ,viorker. ,Trying to,provide the
worker with a set 'of detailed instructions on spe-
cific cases undermineS worker self-confidence and
conveys a-general. feeling Of mistrust in worker
ability to effeCtively-nandle the case

O Supervise on the basis of worker skil ls as well as
-case needs. CPS-workers have awariety of strengths
- and yeaknessesand,eath worker functions at different
levels-of profasSional.deyelopMenf;. Supervisors
should encourage -workers to egg their own conclusiOns,
about cases. Suggestions for case plans should be
offered only when needed. Workers should,he_encouraged
-tq capitalize on theirstrengths and skills,in making-

_ case decisions lind implementing plans: Since workers
function at different levels of competency, supervision
:should be geaed,to.the_workers' leVel of functioning.:

0-Enable workers,to-identify various stages of interven-
=,--tion. Child abuse and neglect cases sometimes become '
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so .complex that they often seemairerwhelming tothe
worker.. circler' to overcome this sense ;tif
workers must -be assisted i- reducing cases to their com-
pocient parts and viewing theinterVention procIess as
essentially a -step-byrstep procedUre. 'Change shoul\cl
.be'viewed, as occurring in increments, rather than all
at=- once:. ;When workers a case in .this way; they
can help clients to assess their own progress on:a step-
by-step.basis, thus making the entire process more amend-
able to success.

Teach the 'Worker inclitvidual'caSe .manarcinent techniques.
Workers should be taught to focus on individual cases.
It is necessary for .workers to ile.arn: how to.formulate-.

'realistic goals and objectives, how ta-communicate them_
clearly'and concisely in writing and to the fanii1y,,1ow
to implement. ,the plan effectively, and how to assess
whether the goals are being achieved.

BrePare workers for supervision. A very important
N.funtticnb for the supervisor_ is to prepare workers to

be promoted:to supervisory positions within the agenl
-,,Supervitors can do - this by avoiding complete super-'
visoryautonomy and by allowing workers to make-their
own' decisions bated on all relevant information_ aJail-
able. . The supervisor should also designate a senior'
worker who is responsible" for supervision when the
supervisor is absent from,the unit.

15EVEtOPMENt OF WORKER SUPPORTS

'The 'ability, of the supervisor to take advantage of good informal re-
latianships among unit war s others in the agency or in rented
agoncies-can be an important plus r unit functioning and effective-
nesS. Several, skills an be.useful n. 'doing this.

Team Building

Part,.of the orientation whiCh any new CPS'worker receives is thioug
-infornial- interaction with other workers. The supervisor, will need
to build.,Sticing cooperative relationships among workers during this

'initiation phaSethrola paiiinge of new Workers' with experienced
ones to reduce the ,level of-isolation and,, frustration which occurs

' in those inevitable situations where even the best worker may "fail."
\.
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,Informal. Discussions, .

A great deal of professional dOXelopment of staff occurs indiscus-
siOns over coffee or in other informal situations where,workers con-
sult with colleagues,regarding specific case situations. If tb
supervigor encourages, professional developmentdusing these informal,
periods, each staff member can serve as a resohrce for other staff
members.

Peer Supervisioni

The supervisor should encourage discugsion and review of cases among
'CPS workers, whether ioccurs on a formal or informal bagis. The
supervisor can provide the type of atmosphere.which promaes such
feedback-by not being too authoritative, and by allowing workerS flex-
ible time'schedules to .permit informal interaction or by allowing
time for peer Supervision at staff meetings. It is also helpful.if

lighessupervisor emphasizes to the workers theiportance of positive
Bs well as negative` feedback.

Peer supervision-is advantageous or several reasons. I is not'ai
threateningto the worker's moral, t have suggestions or construc-
tive Criticisms from a peer as it s if they come from the supervisor.
Also, because -all CPS workers are involved in the day-to-day process
of protective service work, there will-be a-high degree of empathr
and understanding along ers'for each others' problems.

Staff ,Meetings Td OTseStaffings

Staff meeting in`many CPS units are held only when an emergency&
arises or when a specific message must.be conveyed to all worters.

4/While-these are` legitimate fUnctiont for,Staff meetings, a fak more
importint function is to provide an opportunity to air ideas and
share new-knowledge. By holding regularly. scheduled staff meetings,
'perhaps every two Ueeks, the supervisor, a means of sharingyimpor-
tant inforiation on policy and procedural changes and relevant cox-
munity events, andhas- the means to build internal team relationihips
essential to .unit Operation.

The supervisor should also structure scheduled case staffings which
would provide.workers with group support and input on cape,decision--
making, positive feedback and alternative methods for case handling.
Case.staffings can also inclUde. discussion of cases which-have been,
"bOrder-line" Or qUestionable'at intake. Tyese cases can be used dg
ex:Maples. to develop intake standards fot the unit. For example, the
staffilifht-discuss a series of cased where the common denominator
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was a child left unattended. Uging thege cases as illustrations, the
unit can address several key issues, including:.

40 How old must children be before they may be left
unsupervised?...

What are the characteristics of the-Child whb.
left alone? How responsible. is he/she?.

Is the child-responsible for younger siblings?
How old,are they ? ? -.Do they have any "special prob-
lems," i.e., Ire They hyperactive, etc.?-

What time periods 90 involved? Is

alone for long periods of time? .Is

alone for 15 minutes after school?'
alohe in the'piddle'of the night?

the child left'
the child eft
Is the child left

Although it.is true that these cases will-require decisions on 'a
case -by -case, basis, the supervisor-in concert with workers can use

staff meetings to attempt to set general guidelines for dealing with 7-
these problems. Thisapproach may-offer `several advantages:

Sta ndards set as-agroup\are less likely to re-
flect the bias of any single individual.

The staff review process provides a fortioifor
value clarification.

The pro,Aess can provide a model for demonstratihg
the value of cooperation and mutuality.

The process builds consistencyacros's workerg.

The process develops peer support for decision-
making.

Interagency Forums

From time-to-tine, the-supervis t might arrange informal meetings with
staff of other agencies and Wit professionals in related fields to
provide opportunities to disc s' mutual concerns and to sharp ideas.
These meetings can also provid= avaluabIe means of developing allies
who, can be-useful when proble arise which must be dealt with through
external Channels. In additi" this is one.way Onessening the
staff's isolation and feelings o "us against them."
.*
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SPECIAL PltbBLEMS IN CPS SUPERVISION
_ . .

Regardless. orhow well. the supervisor organizes and plans the work-
,

/oad, trains, .and support-the workers, and adheres to all adminis-.
tritive and actotmtabilibt' requirement's, situations may arise which
requite special skills. . - .

, - .. ',..._io. Worter."burnout.is a significant-otilem in
CPS tniits.

. Workeis may _prove to be clearl. suitable for CPS
work::

Worker Burnout -`.

It is a well -known f
worker burnotzt'.i more. do
social work trrofessionalt.
nature of the 'Work takes

staff turnoxer===and other evidence of
on among CPS workers than among other
TheIntense and emotionally draining

is toll' ori CPS workers.

"BuinouttfiS Cr.' catch.. phrase used to describe several sets of "symp-'
toms!' That may signal .an individual's Perception of failure; These
signals, inckrneral,. can be discerned' as a gradual and marked change-
.in s.employee!s behavior and attitudes.-- The ordjnarily caring and
conscientious worker may beginomisisini apptatments, taking a great
deal of time 'off, and 'avoiding supehriAryocortferefices: -A worker

-known for 'Using 'wisedracks qr "gallowt humor" as ame of defense
may sudden-ly_;pearlaithdrain and ep:reSsed:

-
The following vignette pro cleS. an example of worker- b

4,4

'Over the4 last fe years Jeari; a cEs worker,
increasingly cynical :aib,Otiu protective servi
She overly awareooft_heir -shortcomings
can find*Ome ,self-,40king motive
behavior, she ...diolkis-,'doing,inything more t
agency ininimailyi.recattres'. She' feels her e s will be
futile :Inlyway,_41.nde no pne accomplish much :with that
kind of person.4'Hipan"fragedy is treated- is- a routine
matterand she is bfustwe and' 41,06able. She follows
the prddedural mat uel .telliiilusiy; and complai about
the -paperwork iniphic.h she Tb.uries. herself. She sfreA
-quent.lk dompl4n4of- fitigue.7. and) retreat's regularly ,

= ;int-6:316k leave. .-

Be
behi

an

ecome
ents.

use she :
d client's!_
hat the
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Jean keeps from beconung.frus ated--bY attempt-

ing to feel nothing, but this effort to feel, nothing
saps her energy. She -thinks she has accomplished
little so' far and -hopelets,ly anticipates an unending-

sequence of the same work with the same-unsatisfac-
tOry results._ Because she..feels unappreciated by
clients and ,administratort, ,she :feels overly don-,

stra4.hed In helping -cliefitt by `a -lack of community

resources and mandated- policies aid procedhres. Thus,

,..her goal has become 'one of, survival in her job until
she is ad enough, to retire.

.

The- worker's current attitudes and mttices are an example of "pi*
fessional lournouf." Soldiers recoglitted the same symptoms as "battle-
fatigue;":"and psychiatrists call them "emotional detachment" or

-..- "depretsion.° .

..

,0e _
.

,

-As- with many maladies, the best cure for burnout is prevention. Un- ,

fortunately, it is one of the perversities of a bureaucratic setting
-tfiat the people who work the hardest and care the most--the very ones
A° may- be _most vulnerable to burnout--are, usually -asked to do more,
to take ,on the most difficult cases, and to act in special Capacities
that .may cut into -their own work time and build pressure, such is
serving on- committees or doing extra -public sneaking. Despite the
se wing logic!, of such deciiions, the csupervisor must avoid -overload-.

Ini the staff; - , .

.

,
-. .

In addition to frustrations stemming from caring too much and working
too hard; _burnout can be caused by doing the "same old thing" for long
periods of time. Methods must be found io'break the monotony of misery

-' and dysfunCtion that workers -must 'face im,a CPS unit. The following
basic iechniqueor good supervision_ are particularly effective_ for
preventing worker burnout: v;47iji

41' Encourage itaff to develop strong and close
reIationshipiqiith their fellow workers in.

. q order to reduce7 feelings 'of asolation and

to develop networks of suppCiqt.

iecopition,.Or, titles for a particu-
larly gook effori or accomplishment, e.g:,
.A.iorker of the Week award.

Spread 'Opportunities to participate in

special projects among all the .Staff. A
Special -fob or ,projeCt- in whiCh- a child

protective` worker is particularly inter-
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ested may add new interest to the job. All
.workers have' certain types Of things they -%%..
prefer to do and tp which they are willing :
to devotrWktra effort. For example, some
workers may enjoy-giving presentations tot4e
public while others prefer wOrking with sper
cial voluhteer programs. -

. Encourage, workers to participate in continu.=
ing education or create formal inhouse:edu-s
cational programs. For example, use one staff
eeting,a_ month as assemihar and bring in out-
side experts.

Encourage workers to use their accumulated
leaVe tithe throughout the year to periodi--
cally depressurize. (Many CPS workers ac-
cumulate compensatory time in addition
to vacation time-.0

To the extent T-easible, rotate tasks within .

the unit to prekrent a build-up of "the same
old thing" syndrome. For 'example; workers
who-are responsible for investigatinereports
of 'chjld maltreatment may be_transferred to
the section responsible for implementing the
service plan. .

If, despite these'preventive measures and the availabilityof strong
supervisory support, workers still begin showing signs of burnout,
act quiRkly to confront the worker with the problem and toeltbine
a course-of action. Supervisors)should also make every effort to *
examine the-organization's%structure and,policies and their own
supervisorr,activities,to discern, there are changes that can
be made to'preventarecurrende or an expansion of the problem. This_
can bd of particular importance if the-burnotlevictiM is a senior
worker, as others may_quickly.pick up tfie:netativesUna4;

,,

If the sUpervisor provideS' this kind of supportive professional sef-
',ting, incidents-Of worker burnout will be kept at.a minimum. Some
workers may still experience difficulties regardinvEhe atmosphere
Or.the7pressures of protdOtive service work. If this occurs even
'though the supervisor4is doing as much as anyone canAo to ppVent
or Alleviate these problems,the supervisoryill haVe to accept.the
lsibiation-and help the-Worker to seek a reasonable solution.
supervisor cannot be a:therapist for the worker. Atithis point,
workers will have to consider the difficulties they are experiencing
and come to whatever decision seems most. appropriate:
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()
Copingilith incompetent or-aInsuitable Workers .

In general, there are two categories of worker behavior which will
require immediate action: . behaviors which are hirmfill to Clients,
and behaviors which consistentlyand clearly'interfere with the ef-
fective functioning of the unitA

Behaviors that are harmful to clients geherally,consist"of active
behaViors, such as being, openly critical of clients, which have
a-negative-effect one clients or of continually neglecting .to
provide adequately for clients. Some workers begin to contribute.
more to client Sand case problents than they do to solutions. In
these instances, worker intervention is more harmful than no inter-
vention at all.

9

Workers' behaviors that interfere with the work of the unit are:
resistance to work, criticism of other workers, continual anger,
and disruptive behavior. In these instances, the total work of
the -unit is negatively affected, worker morale drops, and'other
management problems begin to emerge which interfere with the work
of all meibers of the unit.'

The following vignette presents"An example of an unsuitable worker:.
---

When called upon; the worker speeds to the crisis scene.
.40t weekhelectured a foster child about the value of
keeping her:roOm'tidy,'helped the*sheriff'dhase
turWmothefthroUgh a,cornfieled to bring about her
psychiatric hospitalization, and to tified in court
against a father who hadassaultedlim when the mother)
'hadrrequested his assistanceii settling a family agra7
ment'earlierthat"month. ,The worker claims he, never
Aas tine to plan or cork systematically with the clients

,.,toward goals because he busy putting out "brush
fires" in his caseload. He tends to refer clients to
other agencies, when he cannot solve their-problems im-
mediately. Workers in-coimnity-agencies are critical
of his demanding-attitude and inappropriate referrals
which are often notaccepted by the clients. His
Supervisor appreciates-his enthusiasmand diligence but
is 'coricerned'about his collecting, soleany_trdifbied: people

who seldoemove toward resolving their difficulties.
,

While,there is,no clear and definitive-means'of identifying uniuit
able workers and while Shpervisbrs need to takecare'that workers

.are.notildfairly.Singled out, tftreare a number of indidators Which
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can be helpful in determining whether or not- a worker is actually
unsuited for CPS work. (These guidelines should be applied in
light of the worker's stage of developmgAt.)

Lack of- ability to generalize: -WOrkers-who persist in viewing .every
case as individual and unique and who are unable to identify pat-
-terns or similarities in cases are likely to have to find solutions
to the same types of cases over and over again. While families do,
of course, have unique,characteristice, many solutiehs'or 'techniques
can be applied to a range of cases, and effective, workers Wilde
able to note and apply these generalizations.

Lack of ability to individualize: At the other extr- om the '
worker who cannot generalize is .the worker who ee ery ase as
fitting into some predetermined set of categories ype . This
worker believes that certain types of people exhibit'certain types
ofbehaviors and tends to exercise a series of biased or prejudiced
judgments in almost every case. Another aspect of this(inability
tahindividualize is the worker who is unable to identifisdifferences
in character between people. Particularly in large families; this
worker tends to see all children in the famtly,as.having identical
sets of needs, problems, strengths, and weaknesses. This tendency
can prevent the worker from developing an effective intervention
plan to meet-family needs. .)

Consistently poor performance with clients: A worker against w
clients are continually filing complaints -may simply have a number
of clients who like to project their problems onto the worker. tow-
ever, a worker who seems to be diStressful to awide range of clients
may, instead, be evidencing serious problems in work performance.

Resistance to work:- Workers who are consistently late for work or

scheduledrmeetings, wha,do not complete their work on time and who
are lackadaisical about their responsibilities to their clients and
staff will adversely affect unit moral& A,worker who has been con-
fronted-about these behaviors but makes no effort to change them
is most likely unsuitable for'CPS work.

Consistently disruptive in unit meetings: Workers who are consis-
tently cynical, sarcastic, or ssimistic, who belittle the work Of
others, or who present a ele attitude of- .superiority to other -.

workers will seriously unde ne unit morale. The worker who, having
been made aware of these behaviors, continues to display disruptive
,characteristics in staff meetings or supervisory conferences and
-makes-no effort to,change these behaviors, may be unsuited for CPS
work.

7 l
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Consistent interpersonal problems: Some
,

workers have persistent
interpersonal problems." In some instances these are displayed as
hostility or arrogance in relating-to other. workers or to the super-

visor. In others, interpersonal problems may be evidenced by'regu- '

lar or chronic depression or withdrawal. Again, these behaviors
may,be-indic tive-of a persbnwho is not suited to the CPS, environ-
ment, partic arly when they are a omRanied by an unwillingness or
inability to ohange. 4 ab 4, -

...-7.7. .. J.1. .. ..- .

Rationalizing and projecting difficulty: Occasionally, a worker
will develop or evidence patterns of rationalizing the difficulties
they are 'having, They state that problems are not their,fault, that
the system is unfair, that clients are unresponsive,that resources .

are inadeqUate, etc. When these difficulties are projected onto
others, the worker will make no real attempt, to solve the problems
either alone or with the help of the supervisor.

Any of tfiese types of workers may appear in a CPS unit froi time
to time. The supervisor will need to determine the extent of tke
problem and decide whether the problem needs to be addfassed di-
ApPly. It is only when many of the problems occur in the same in-
dividual over a period of time that the supervisor, will want to -con-
sider.taking steps to terminate the worker's employment. .

Difficulty in Removing Ai3nsuitable Worker

In mast states, CPS workers are part of a civil service system, and
specific procedures for hiring and firing are well-defined within ;

that system. Each supervisor will need to be fully aware of the
requirements within the individual state and agency and to conduct
all a 'Vities within the legal limits of those' requirements.

ild protective service agencies'have a bltilt-in probation sys-
tem-or trial period so the worker and supervisor can see how well
`an individual will adjust to CPS Work. If problems with the worker
develop within that time period, it ismuch easierand more efficient
for the supervisor to recommend that the worker change positions im-
mediately rather than waiting'untirthe probation period is over.

--

An underlying principle which applies in every situation and in
#
every state, howe-Ver, is that, everything must be well-documented.
The supervisor should maintain records on every instruction and ex-
pectation for every worker, and record the worker's response to
thktinstruction or expectation. Verbal responses and specific ac-
tions should be.noted with the record showing the precise response
an§1 describingethe,specific action to-the MAXIMUM possible extent.
Personnel kilA must, however, maintain objectivity, avoiding the
conclusions and intuitions of the supervisor andrecording only
factual.infOrmatidn.
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Supervisors can take several steps in.relafing to workers who may be
unsuited for CPS work:

41" When workers evidlence\Significant job related prob--

should discuss thes<problems-alih.
. the workers. This discussion- should be as 'specific

as possible. For example, the Worker has consistently
not seen six-of his/her cases, and7complaints from.
other professionals about his/her curtness have been
lodged against the worker.

' Another technique open to the supetvisor is to reduce
the unsuitable workers'. caseloads and not give them
further cases. This would enable the supervisbr to
more closely monitor the handlingipf individual cases.
Supervisors should take care to use this technique
judiciously. The unsuitable workers may enjoy their
relief from responsibility and other workers may re-

' op
sent whav-they.see as preferentiaf*.treatment.

I the worker continues to evidence problems in client
rel tionships, a change in job responsibilities such
as more in-office work is'another alternative. Again,
there is a potential danger in this method'in-that
this Nay be just what Inratker wants since it .gets
him/her "off the hook.' However, if the employee
perfOrms.4e11, hipervisors will ne0 to adjust work-
loAds to free other workers for more field\time.

The-potential problems that. can arise if an unsu le worker con.-
itinues in a unit for any length of time creates se of urgency
with respect to this worker. It is imperative, efore, to
AbaselY monitor and document worker behavior and progress,f6m, the

=E beginning, and with'each change in work a§signment. For workers
1-7, who develop into valuable assets to the unit, this process can pro-
T_vide valuable-feedback. For,those who mayz'be unsuitable, this close

scrutiny provideSthe supervisor with docuientation which may be
,needed to dismiss the empl6Yee while stili-oeprobation. It may
also provide the worker and'supervisor with valuable information
needed to "save" a questionable worker.

40
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IV

CPS. SUPERVISOR AS AN ADMINISTRATOR

Supervision-ds more than teaching, training and the provision-of sup-
port;it has an administrative aspect as well.. As an administrator,
supervisors create the conditions and means for effeftive and effi-
cient service delivery.

411Ih

Administration, accountability and recordkeeping are Lex'ns whiah are
used Interchangeably in social servicesagencies. Previous sections
have already identified the part that organizational Accountability
plays in defining the supervisory role. The purpose of this section
is to focus on these areas as they relate to practice in a CPS unit-
specifically, and to identify some skills and techniques that super-
visors can use toteffectively fulfill that part of their role.',

ADMINISTRATION

In terms of supervisory functions in CPS, it may be most helpful to
focus on administrative skills as they relate to management of the ks,

work flow and to the effective use of time. Plannihg of work flow
and of staff time becomes particularly critical in CPS in the light,5,

of caffeloads which are usually too large% There are a number of
techniques that can be used to perform administrative functions and
to assist workers in planning and managing their individual case-

.
loads.

Set up a work plan. Estaishing a basic plan
for completing work assignments should be done
on a daily,-weekly or monthly basis by the
supervisor. The supervisor should encourage
workers to do the same by providing a simple
calendar formori,which workers would schedule
weekly appointments with clients, meetings and
time spent in,the office. The supervisor's-
lam will provide a certain order of organize.-
on for the work and a basis for self-
aluation in terms of (low much work has been

ctomplished,and,what still needs to be done.
In the same way, the supervisor can use worker
plans to assess performance.

There is a direct relationship between-the way
a'supervisor uses time-and the way the workers'
time. use habits develop. In many,instances, the

I
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s inability of'a supervisor to help a worker ma hage
caseloads and time ii directly related to the
-supervisor's own ineffectiveness in the same areas.
The mandatory planning of Oalendari by workers can
provide"the necessary.structure to help them de-
velop good habits regarding time:Us ge

- 70
DiVision Oflabor. Both supervisors and workers'
will encounter a number of seemingly essential
activities which can be delegated o others
without any negative effects on e unit or the

. clients. Many tasks can be accomplished by
technical, clerical or volunteer staff.

crsz- -011.
For example, vtltinteers can be used to transport
clients to medical appointments, counseling pr
therapy sessions-or 'forgother support activities.
.Clerical staff can partially, or totally, com-
plete many forms ancr.worfers can then check them
for accuracy in a relatively short

Do long-term tasks before starting short-term
tasks. In CPS work particularly, emergencies
come so fresuently_that poStPoning long-term
tasks until there is time to do them may well
resultin thOse tasks remaining UndOne. It is
frequently easier, and generally more effectiv6,'
to "sandwidkdn".short-term tasks to use them
as breaks in routine - -x ther thanegtit* to get
all of the short-term tasksout of the way to
"make time" for the longer term-tasks'.

Allow .for the unexpected., It is generally
true that if anythingcan gdwrong it prpbabby
will. Time and work.should,be organized in

ivsuc,a Oay.as to allow for criseS, emergencies,

administratiays:nrequirements'fbr new-information,
andd other 4 for-time-which must be met:
Also,-if at ,all possible, worker's should try
to be available for faiily members Who'need toL
talk to them.

-:.-,

Control interruptions,Whiie thrs,marseeb-to
Centradict,Olowing f80r the unexpected, it is

that;'t.be supervisor tleViSe some,,means

for workers.tolave periodSof,work time, prob-
ably in the office, when they can,work without'_

interference from telephOnes, visitors;-or



other types of inte tions. Of course, ex-'
ceptions.may be requiie for emergencies but
a certain amount of cont of is:essential.

Do,the least interesting tasks when energy
lever is highest, Each individual needs to
determine the time of the day in which they
are able to do the greatest amount of work.
*pos_some this may be early morning, for
''''othInelate in the afternoon or in the--
eve g._ If this time is used for the most

,interesting tasks; there is a good possibil-
-ity,ihat lets interesting tasks will never

be completed.

Jo. Group similar tasks.. Tasks, such as com-
pleting a series of telephone calls or fill-'
ing out a number of routine forms, can often
be groupedand completed in one block of time.
This allows the worker or supervisor to de-
velop a kind'of psychological "rhythm" for

..these tasks which can often result in, more
being done in "a shorter period'. Also, the
worker should be taught to plan the workday
with locations- in-mind to,large amounts of
time-Will not be 'wasted in traveling back'
and forth.

Use diCtating equipment-or tape recorders.
Nhen an appropriate amount of clerical sup-
port is available; teaching works to use
dictating equipment can -cut report prepara-
tion dnd other'writing time at least in half.
Even if this type bf support is not available,
the use of a small tape,recorder.can facili=
tate report preparation by-allowing the worker
to record-essential data,reiterate specifics
of. client conversations, and.summarizepthe

information Aile.hiS/hermemory of events
.is still fresh. Some workers, for example,
are able to-record basic data on a client -

visit while driving to another client's home.
By-uSIng this method, the worker avoids the
confusion of trying to sort out-tv or three
different conversations later-and also avoids'
the-delays which might occur_-if each visit .,

had to be writteri'bp before anothercegld be
made.

1
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Set time l&i..ts and plan agendas for meetings.
Always establish-an agenda for meetings and
staff conferences; even-if it is not written
out it will help to focus the'meetingt, At
the beginning.of any meeting, whet 'her a staff
betting or.a supervisory-cOnferenser it is
generally possible to estimate an, adjournment

--time. Establishing this_time'limit at the s:
beginning of the meeting will tendro focus
the discussion toward completing the necessary.

,work.

I r Allow time each day for desk...clearing and
making a list for the.next day. Taking a few

4minutes each day to,summarize priority.ef-
, ,forts for the_next day will enable both'the

worker-and the supervisor to ocus work efforts
quickly each day and-move toward the accomplish -
went of essential tasks. This time, if well
used, will also help avoid missed appointments
and allow tilie'for emergencies. To accomplish
this, it is usually best not to schedule.
out-of-office appointments for the last part
of the day.

ACC ITTABILITY
. ,

Activities.oriented toward accountability are often viewed a..k, unre- .

*lated to providing services to clients. "Paperwork" tends to be
viewed as a bureaucratic barrier to getting work done rather than as
a means for organiing and accomplishing that work. Supervisors
need to stress the ways that completion of accountability tasks can_

.1benefit the unit and the individual wirker.. Even if the work is
something which."must be.aone," it is generally possible to turn these
required tasks into assets rather than liabilities. Accountability
tools can often be used to assist.workers in work organization and
planning, and completion of forms end other paperwork can-generally
be directly related to work,perfOrmance.

Give Feedback to Workers on Row'Accountability
IS' Useful

,Superviiora need to find ways of Using accountability reports within
the Unit. Often written information can focus work on a case, assist
the worker to identify progresso'ind provide valuable. input for_ plan-
ningcasework in incremental. steps..
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- Use Formt. As a Means of Evaluation-''
-

.

?ffliirgauation it a neutral term; it :can be either positive or negative.
. .

...s Proif the positive perspective, forms-are useful in assisting the ef-feptiVeriess and efficiency of the program. The following ,are ques-*--tions that need to be addretsed:

HffectiveLst-r- How well is the ageny doing
what .is supposed to do? How well is the

._'worker yerfo essential tasks?
>, ..

, Efficithicy -- orkers perforining to full
capacity? Are, there less': time-consuming ways
of4,acebmplishing the ,same amount of actual
-,-.4--

work?
)

4

.
.

Consumer (Clie ) Satisfaction -- Did the1.t.

client receiv the necessary services} and
. was it satisfy tdry?. . :

. _

Although these questions are not all. int.-lusive., answering them satit,-
,facttorily can result in improved worker. ,end agency'perfortance: To '"--'the extent that the supervisor *t-ahleto,d.emonstrate to the worker

...how.accotuitabilitrproce4res slit in answering these questions,
-1,t-as possible to demonstrate e relevance of the use of the forms

anotrprocethires..
...., .-

t...?,..
-C9n4ubt, Training on se of Forms and Emphasize
_Simi). alud

. - f

Often d Or.,, ent forms which are required- in CPS work ask for similar'types informitiou: When. these similarities. areeointed out to
rker; conleting the forms. actually becomes easier. It is alto.

--possible to ttaW clerical staff or volunteers to',complete most forms,
.0

- ;-. . ," . , -Many supervisors make the mistake' '-belittivgrtne lite of forms.,'This timply incaasevworker` res ce tr, ifie forms and .contributes
the lethargy 'end "mindlessness ociated with this activity-, withthe nd. result of increasing Rio er rustration Ana dissAtisfaction..

. - ... , , .
aa,

01%,

RECORDKEEPING

N
Accurate ancbconriei'fete ricordkeepip; is ; of course:"an important ele-
ment of ac49unta ity; It also can provide guidance Wbotli-t4
worker Arithe supervisor in assessing case progrest 6d :identifying

. ,
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alternatives for -case planning and manageient. *Should ittbecome°
necessary, to go to cour4t, on,a particul cas8, a completed record

is an invaluable tool 'Air documentin need .for specific court

action. '

Emphasize the Importance of Complete liecords

As will procedures-related to accountability, it is important
fOr t pervisor to emphasizethe benefits -of complete and ac- o

curate case records, T000ften,zdictation or writing on case
records falls far behind the actual casework and is given-a,rela- 14
tively:loseprfrity in te:rps of allocation of time. Incomplete .

recorpis *or records whicllaare not up -p-date can present major,

yioblems,to an agency, particularly -WhenWhen workers are transferred
or,leave the agency, when caseloads require redistribution, or
when emergenties arise on a particular case and,the primary
worker is not available to ,bandle thecrisis. It i essential
that the CPS worker be encouraged to keep records as near to the
time that events occur as possible.

inUse of Records in 'Case Management
)-

is essential that GPSworkers complete a social assessment of
the family, a service plan which has clearly defined goals and
objectives ansl the method of implementing the plan. Keeping,

accurate and up-to-date records enables Workers and supervisor
to assess case progress, amend the service plan if necessary and

,
determine if termination is appropriate.

Review of Case Recoids ° tl

Since accurate fecordkeeping istrucial to effective case manage-.
ment-, sUurvisors should continually review case records, There
areseverg1 ways supervisors can guarantee periodic reviews of
every case. For exaniple, the supervisor'can %,.,ignate specific

cases en review prior to every supervisory 7erence.

The supervisor should then ,review the specified case records prior
to the conference with the worker.' Through this process, the
supervisor can determine,whether:

dictationlp up-to-date

-

aid relevant forms ate included and complete

workers are maintaining contact with the family .
. 't :W,

cases arebeing handled apptopriately

is0
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CoP nsigtent*review VE. case records is essential to effective supbrvi-
non and Service plivery.

4 '0
Usi,,ng Official 'Recordi in. Court

Perhaps the point'at which accurate, complete and up-tb-date records
arg,the most crucial'is when a case must be taken to juvenile.or'
&Billy court. Complete and accurate case records are indispensable
when caseworkers are required to present cases in' court; when they
must testify in court,.or when an attorney or,prosecutor must bake

-.a determinatioi regarding,wfiether or not court is a viable option.

casks should be, maintained in such a way as tb provide a record
which couldbe used in court. Even in those cases whiCh may At re-.

quire any immediate court action, the need'for court intervention
,may occur at sage.point in the future ancl4he entire case record will
be needed to prepare testimony.

.".
In the-court itself, records can be used in two ways;.

Worker notes on a case can be used as aids to
dworker memory. By using notes, workers can
be more specific, concrete and confident in
their)testimonY. This will add immeasurably.%
tot116 effectof the testimony on the case
itself.

9

In )many states; case records can be introduced,
as evidence in a juvenile/family court proceeding:

! "Organization of Case R&mrods

Standard organ' ation ofimaterials within each case record is impor-
tant to all' or easy access to information. It is also essential
that CPS workers clearly designate facts from conclusions and opinions.
Case records might be organized in the following sections:

O fntake information

"Initial investigation and case decision

Social assessment, including: .a medical
and psychological evaluation, a family -
history, collateral information

o: Seivicetplan, Oluding ref rral agree-
ments, etc.

Records of contacts and on-going case
management

47
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Court intervention, inb1uding court.orders

Correspondence

Case,termination...,
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APPENDIX

0
SUPERVISOR'S SELF-CHECKLIST

The following
.

are questions the supervisor can ask himself/herself
to determine whether they are supervising effectively:

1. .Do workers continually come to me with pro-0
cedural questions?

4

2,j Do workers ontinually come to me with case

specific q Stions as to whether' particular
situations constitute child abuse/neglect?

3. Do workers continually complain about ex-

.
cessivepaperwork?

4. Do workers complete paperrrk and forms
on time?,

-t
5. ,Are Wbtkers' cast records up- to- date,'

complete, and accurate?

Do workers'. case file§ follow the Sian-
,

dardized format?
0

17. Do workers freely express ideas and opin-
ions concerning decision affecting the

unit?

8. Do workers communicate openly and honestly?

9. Do workers, come to nig when they need assis-
tance with a case decision?. .

DD workerS, admit to making mistakes, and
are they able to change plans midzsireae

11. Do new workers seek security frame?

12. After ,3' to'61ionths of employment, are
.workers able to generalize patterns
across families? J

"
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14.

After approximately 6-12 months, are
workel;S able to identify problems and
alternatives and are they aware of
their supervisory needs?

.

14. Do workers come to me and each other
for support?

15. .Do workers 'complain that I expect
either too much or toro'little of them?

16. DO I allow workers to come to their own
conclusions or. do I dictate solutions?

17. Are workers able to formulate realistic;
goals and%objectives for their clients?

18. Are workers able to coordinate services
effedtively with other community resources?

19.-Arecolients bein&ITelped? "c'

A-2
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